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Programma 
1 Introduzione Storica Ialle particelle Elementari
L'era Classica
Il Fotone, Mesoni, Antiparticelle, Neutrini
Le Particelle Strane
L' ottetto ed il modello a Quark
La scoperta della J/Psi e la rivoluzione del 1974
Bosoni vettori intermedi
Il Modello Standard

2. Dinamica delle Particelle elementari
Le Quattro Forze
Elettrodinamica Quantistica
Cromodinamica Quantistica
L'Interazione Debole
Decadimenti e leggi di conservazione
Schemi di Unificazione

3. Cinematica Relativistica
Trasformazioni di Lorentz
Quadrivettori
Energia e Momento
Collisioni
Esempi ed applicazioni

4 Passaggio della radiazione Attraverso la Materia
Sezione d'urto
Cammino libero Medio
Perdita di energia di una particella carica pesante per collisioni atomiche
La radiazione Cherenkov
Perdita di energia di elettroni e fotoni
Multiplo Scattering
Straggling di Energia
L'interazione dei fotoni

5 Rivelatori di Particelle
Caratteristiche generali dei Rivelatori
Rivelatori di Ionizzazione a Gas
Rivelatori a semiconduttore
Rivelatori a Scintillazione
Tracciatura: basic
Calorimetria: basic
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Historical Introduction to Particle Physics 

Particle Physics address the question :  

What is matter made of ? 
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Elementary particles 

•  Tiny chunks with vast empty space in between (how empty ?) 

•  Small number of different types (electron, proton, neutrons,… 

•  Replicated in astronomical quantities…. (how many ?) 

•  ABSOLUTLY PERFECT COPIES 

Questions  

•  Who are the ELEMENTARY particles ? 

•  How they interact one another ? 

Experimental question: How do I study them ? 

•  Scattering 

•  Decays 

•  Bound states 

Determining the interaction laws from 
indirect evidence is not a trivial task ! 

Formulate a model and compare with 
experimental data 
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The realm of elementary particles 

• The decay Δ--> p π is allowed in relativity (non conservation of mass) 

• Identical particles can decay in different decay channels (quantum mech.) 

•  Existence of antiparticles, CPT  (relativity and quantum mechanics) 

The formulation of such 
models  is guided by certain 
general principles: relativity 
and quantum mechanics 

Standard Model: describes all of the known elementary particle interactions 
except gravity 
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How do we produce elementary particles 

•  Cosmic Rays : sometime very energetic, but low rate and not 
controllable 

•  Nuclear Reactors:  neutrinos, alpha (helium nuclus), beta (electron 
positron) , gamma (photon) 

•  Particle Accelerators: start with electrons or protons, accelerate, 
collide on a target, make secondary beams 
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Cosmic ray spectrum 

1 particle per m2/y 

1 particle per 100 km2/y 
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The discovery of the first particles 

•  1897 JJ Thomson discovers the electron 

•  beta beam through crossed electric and magnetic field measure e/
m  

•  The ratio >> any know ion 

•  1911  Rutherford experiment 

• Alpha beam: few particles 
deflected at large angle 

•  1914 Bohr model of H 

•  He is 2 times two heavy !!! 

•  1932 Chadwick discovers the 
neutron 
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Interpretation of the Thomson Experiment 

Undeflected beam -> v=E/B 

Switch off the B field: 

a = (q/m) E 

t = l/v 

s = 1/2 a t2  = (q/m) l2B2/(2E) 

q/m  independent of the way the cathode rays are produced (speed, 
electrode material, gas)   

q/m  about 1700 times larger any know system (hydrogen ions) 
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Interpretation of the Rutherford experiment (0) 

α -particles from 214Po have a speed of 2 107 m/sec (~ 0.1 c) 

If they bunch back they must have lost all their energy in potential energy 

This is an UPPER LIMIT on 
the radius of the nucleus 
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Interpretation of the Rutheford experiment (1) 
How many nuclei in a (gold) cylinder of Surface S and length L ? 

Occupancy= fraction of the surface S covered by the Nuclei 

low high medium 

Occupancy does not depend on S, increases with L 

density Atomic weight Avogadro Number 
Gold 

A=197,Z=79 
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Interpretation of the Rutheford experiment (2) 
Call σ the geometrical cross section of a Nucleus, what is the fraction f of 
the Area S covered by the Nuclei ?    

is also the fraction of geometrically scattered nuclei 

 If f <<1  !!!! 

Assuming that the scattering is like between mechanical objects 

Measuring the fraction of scattered particles one measures the cross-section 
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Interpretation of the Rutheford experiment (3) 

Is the condition f<<1 realized in practice ?  (it will depend on L) 

1 fermi2 

I leave to you the definition of what is “scattered” and “undeflected” 
and how experimentally to define f 



Cross section (1) 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Here f is the fraction of scattered beam particles 

This can be generalized as 

Where Nevents and “beam particles” can be per unit time or 
integrated 



Cross section (2) 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Another  common definition is  

Where  L is the Luminosity  

L = (beam particles per unit area and time)*(target particles)  

The dynamic of the process is inside σ  

One can define different  σ for different processes for the same beam 
scattering: eg σ_elastic, σ_inelastic, σ_pion_production and also as 
differential cross section per unit solid angle 

€ 

σ = dΩ dσ
dΩ∫
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Collider Luminosity 
The event rate R in a collider is proportional to the interaction cross 
section σint and 

the factor of proportionality is called the luminosity 

If two bunches containing n1 and n2 particles collide with frequency f,  
the luminosity is 



Acceleratori di Particelle 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λ = 
h 
p p ~ E  

E 

Alta energia, alto 
impulso, migliore 
risoluzione spaziale, 
capacita’ di vedere 
strutture piu’ piccole 

2 
Km 

1012 °K 

1017 °K 

E~kT 



Minimum proton energy to explore structures of ~1 fm ? 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Exercise  

€ 

Ekin = (mpc
2)•0.02

How can one accelerate a proton at 20 MeV ? 

+ - 

ΔV 



Van der Graff Generators 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Positive potential to 
earth applied applied 



Massima Differenza di potenziale 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Sapendo che il breakdown in aria STP e’ 30 kV/cm calcolare  
la massima differenza di potenziale ottenibile con un Van der Graaf 
la cui sfera ha un diametro di 30 cm. 



Linac 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Inside the cylinders the field is 0. in the gaps it alternates with generator 
Frequency.  
The proton has to find the field in accelerating phase when exiting from the 
the cylinder of length L: this implies L= ½ vT where T is the period . Why ½ ? 
L depends on the particle type ! 

Stanford has a 2 miles Linac that accelerates electrons to 50 GeV.   



Synchrotrons 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They are circular machines where the beam is accelerated at each turn and 
is kept in a stable orbit by ramping the magnetic field following the beam 
energy. 

In the Tevatron, during approximately 20 seconds, the magnetic field 
rises from 0.66 Tesla to 3.54 Tesla as the beam energy increases from 
150 GeV to 800 GeV.   During these 20 seconds the beam makes 
1,000,000 turns around the 6.28 km circumference.  Therefore, on the 
average the beam picks up 650 kV more energy from the RF cavities on 
each revolution.  Energy stays proportional to magnetic field. 



Synchrotron radiation 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One charged particle accelerated by the magnetic field radiate photons 
The power loss is 

€ 

P =
2e2c
3R2

E
mc 2
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Where E is the energy and R the radius of the machine 

What limits an electron machine ? 
What limits a proton machine ? 



Beam optics 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Particle beams can be manipulated using magnetic lenses (typically  
quadrupoles)  

Strong focusing forces result from the 
alternation of large positive and negative n-
values in successive sectors of the magnetic 
guide field in a synchrotron. This sequence of 
alternately converging and diverging magnetic 
lenses of equal strength is itself converging, and 
leads to significant reductions in oscillation 
amplitude, both for radial and axial 
displacements.  

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PR/v88/i5/p1190_1 

https://rolandi.web.cern.ch:444/rolandi/ 
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